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SECTION A (One mark each) 

Q1)  Define finite and infinite sets. 

Q2)  Find the value of tan 150 by using identity. 

Q3)  By using binomial theorem evaluate: (96)3. 

Q4)  Name the octants in which the following points lie 

(a) (4, -2, 3) (b) (-4, 2, -5) (c) (2, -4, -7) (d) (-3, -1, 6) 

SECTION B (Two marks each) 

Q5)  Prove that  Cos2 2x – Cos2 6x = Sin 4x.Sin8x 

Q6)  Find the 4th term in the expansion of (x – 2y)12 

Q7)  Find the sum to n terms of the series whose nth term is n2 + 2n  

Q8)  The sum of first three terms of a GP is    and their product is -1. Find the common  ratio and the 

terms. 

Q9)  Find the value of x for which the points (x, -1), (2, 1) and (4, 5) are collinear. 

Q10)  The line through the points (h. 3) and (4, 1) intersects the line 7x – 9y -19 =0 at    right angles. Find 
the value of h. 

Q11)  Using section formula, prove that the three points ( -4, 6, 10), (2, 4, 6) and (14, 0, -2) are collinear. 

Q12)  Find the variance of the first n natural numbers. 

SECTION C (Four marks each) 

Q13)  Find the domain of the following function: 

(a)  f(x) = √9− 푥    
(b)   x2 + 3x + 5 

  x2 – 5x + 4 

Q14)  Find the domain and range of the relation R defined by R = { (x, x +5): xϵ ( 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5)} 

Q15)  Find ‘a’ if the 17th and 18th terms of the expansion (2 + a)50 are equal. 

Q16)  If ‘a’ and ‘b’ are the roots of x2 -3x +p = 0 and ‘c’ and ‘d’ are the roots of x2 – 12x + q = 0                    
where a, b ,c,d are in GP prove that (q + p) : (q - p) = 17 : 15. 

Q17)  Find the equation of the line which is equidistant from parallel lines 9x + 6y – 7 =0 and 3x +2y +6 =0 

P.T.O. 



Q18)  Find the equation of the circle passing through the points (2, 3) and (-1, 1) and whose centre is on 
the line x – 3y -11 = 0 

Q19) If A and B be the points (3, 4, 5) and ( -1, 3, -7) respectively, find the equation of the set of points P 
such that PA2 + PB2 = k2 , where k is constant. 

Q20)  Find the derivative of Sin2x and x Sinx using first principle  

Q21)  Evaluate : 

(a) Lim    √1 + 푥 - 1 

        x→0          x 

(a)  Lim      
 

 
  x→0         

Q22)  Find the mean deviation about the median for the following data: 

 Marks  0-10 10-20 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-60 

 Frequency    6    8    14    16    4    2 

Q23)  A and B are events such that P(A) = 0.42, P(B) = 0.48 and P( A and B) = 0.16 determine 

(i) P (not A) 
(ii) P ( not B) 
(iii) P ( A or B) 

SECTION D (Six marks each) 

Q24)  In a survey it was found that 21 people liked product A, 26 liked product B and 29 liked product C. If 
14 people liked products A and B, 12 people liked product C and A, 14 people liked product B and C 
and 8 liked all the three products. Find how many liked product C only. 

Q25)  For any triangle ABC, prove that 

                b2 – c2   sin 2A   +  c2 – a2  sin 2B  +   a2  - b2   sin 2c = 0 
      a2           b2           c2 

Q26)  Solve the inequality graphically 

x -2y ≤ 3,         3x + 4y ≥ 12,    x≥ 0,     y≥1 

Q27)  A rod AB of length 15 cm rests in between two coordinates axes in such a way that the end point A 
lies on x –axis and end point B lies on y-axis. A point P(x, y) is taken on the road in such a way that   
AP = 6cm. Show that the locus of P is an ellipse. 

Q28)  Calculate the mean and standard deviation for the following data 

 Marks  20-30 30-40 40-50 50-60 60-70 70-80 80-90 

 Frequency    3    6    13    15    14    5    4  

Q29)  If 4-digit numbers greater than 5000 are randomly formed form the digits 0, 1, 3, 5 and 7 what is 
probability of forming a number divisible  by 5, when 

(i) The digit are repeated 
(ii) The digit are not repeated  


